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Abstract
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1 Introduction

How do international linkages influence the optimal rate of inflation? Given the recent movement by many central banks towards inflation targeting, the answer to this question is of growing importance. Yet, despite rapid growth in the literature studying optimal monetary policy in an open economy setting, surprisingly little work has been done thus far to characterize the optimal rate of inflation.\footnote{See Lane (2001) and Sarno (2001) for general surveys of the New Keynesian Open Economy Macroeconomics literature. Bowman and Doyle (2003) provide a survey of developments specifically related to monetary policy.} The reason for this lack of attention on optimal inflation comes from the fact that the literature that has grown out of the New Keynesian Open Economy framework established by Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) primarily concentrates on optimal stabilization policy. This type of analysis focuses on the optimal monetary response to a shock, shifting attention away from the long-run perspective of monetary policy.

This paper takes a different approach by ignoring optimal stabilization policy and concentrating instead on optimal inflation. The paper develops a two-country, monetary general equilibrium model that draws on features of Corsetti and Pesenti (2001) to extend Ireland (1997) to an open economy setting. It differs from existing literature in a three important ways. First, there are no nominal rigidities in this paper.\footnote{Full commitment is assumed throughout, so nominal rigidities of the form commonly used in the New Keynesian Open Economy literature, one period ahead price-setting by all firms, adds nothing to the results. Obviously, things change if we relax the commitment assumption or introduce staggered price-setting, but this is not the focus of the paper.} Second, because the focus is on optimal inflation, the model is set in a deterministic environment. Finally, previous literature assumes a liquidity services demand for money and models it in the utility function.\footnote{An exception is Bachetta and van Wincoop (2000). The focus of that paper is the optimal exchange rate and its influence on international trade and therefore very different from this paper.} Because the focus of this strand of the literature has been on optimal stabilization policy, it places a small weight on the monetary component of utility when evaluating welfare.\footnote{It is commonplace in the New Keynesian Open Economy literature to assume away the monetary component of utility when making welfare calculations for analytical convenience. The justification comes from the fact as long as the utility derived from real balances is only a small fraction of total utility, then changes in the real component of utility will dominate changes in total utility (Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1995, chapter 10).} In contrast, this paper places the welfare costs of inflation at the center of the analysis by assuming a transactions demand for money and introducing it through a cash-in-advance constraint.

Optimal inflation has been studied extensively in the closed economy literature. In models where the transactions demand for money is the lone monetary friction the optimal rate of inflation is given by the Friedman rule – setting the money growth rate such that the nominal interest rate goes to zero. This finding is robust across a number of different monetary environ-
ments and, within the class of deterministic policies, when nominal price rigidities are present.\footnote{See Chari, Christiano, and Kehoe (1996) and Correia and Teles (1999) for papers that study the optimality of the Friedman rule across different monetary environments. Ireland (1997) and Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) study the optimality of the Friedman rule in the presence of nominal rigidities. Dupor (2002) establishes that, in the presence of nominal rigidities, the Friedman rule is optimal within the class of deterministic policies. This does not necessarily hold if the policymaker randomizes.} The first main result of this paper is that, in contrast with the closed economy literature, the optimality of the Friedman rule is not a general result when deterministic monetary policy is set non-cooperatively in a two-country setting. The reason for this is that each government has an incentive to use the inflation tax strategically in order to gain a "beggar-thy-neighbor" advantage over the terms of trade. If the welfare gain from the positive shift in the terms of trade outweighs the loss incurred by the introduction of a positive inflation tax, then it is optimal to inflate away from the Friedman rule. This paper demonstrates that this is indeed the case across a wide subset of the parameter space of the model.

To be more specific about the adjustment mechanism, anticipated inflation causes the nominal interest rate to rise above zero, implying that money is dominated by bonds in rate of return. It is well-known from the closed economy literature that agents respond by inefficiently economizing on their holdings of real cash balances, substituting out of consumption and into leisure. Taking a fiscal interpretation, anticipated inflation can be thought of as a tax on consumption, or equivalently, and a subsidy for leisure. In a closed economy setting, the representative agent trivially both bears the entire burden of the consumption tax and, at the same time, enjoys the full benefit of the leisure subsidy. Accordingly, the optimal policy is to minimize the consumption-leisure distortion by eliminating the inflation tax altogether.

This story does not necessarily hold in an open economy because leisure is a non-traded good. Holding constant foreign inflation, higher domestic inflation creates a leisure subsidy that primarily benefits the domestic representative agent. At the same time, the adjustment of the exchange rate allows for expenditure shifting in both countries away from the domestically produced good and into the foreign produced good. This expenditure shifting allows the burden of the consumption tax to be shared equally across countries. As long as the welfare gain from the leisure subsidy, which accrues mainly to the domestic household, outweighs the welfare lost from the consumption tax, which is shared across countries, then it is optimal to use domestic inflation to attempt to gain an advantage over the terms of trade. Doing so creates a "beggar-thy-neighbor" spillover to the foreign agent. The incentive to use the inflation tax strategically varies inversely with the preference weight placed on domestic goods in the consumption aggregator implying that higher rates of inflation would be expected in "small" economies.
There are strong similarities between the use of non-cooperative monetary policy to influence the terms of trade and the optimal tariff argument in the international trade literature. These similarities are well-known in open economy macroeconomics. In this paper, as in Cooper and Kempf (2002) and Kimbrough (1991, 1993), domestic inflation influences the terms of trade by acting as a proportional labor tax, effectively taxing foreign labor income and subsidizing domestic labor income. In addition, the results of this paper bear strong similarity to those found in Benigno (2002).

When governments set policy independently, strategic use of the inflation tax results in coordination failure. In light of this, the second main result of this paper is that international monetary coordination helps to mitigate this coordination failure, and as a result, leads to more efficient equilibria. Furthermore, an institutional arrangement such as a monetary union places the world economy at the Pareto frontier, ensuring the maximum gain from cooperation by restoring the optimality of the global Friedman rule.

The gains from international monetary coordination found in this paper are more in line with those found in Canzoneri and Henderson (1991) but are in marked contrast with much of the existing New Keynesian Open Economy literature, for example Corestti and Pesenti (2001, 2002) and Obstfeld and Rogoff (2001). The reason for this difference is that, as mentioned above, the cash-in-advance modeling framework used in this paper highlights the welfare cost of inflation, whereas existing literature downplays it. Some recent exceptions in the literature that do find significant gains to cooperation include Cooley and Quadrini (2003), Cooper and Kempf (2001), and Canzoneri, Cumba, and Diba (2001).

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. The next section describes the setup of the model. Section 3 describes the three distortions operating in the model and discusses how those distortions influence the optimal policy problem. Section 4 presents each government’s optimization problem and solves for the optimal non-cooperative monetary policy. Three special cases are analyzed to highlight the role of specific parameters in determining the optimal rate of inflation in Section 5. Section 6 considers cooperation and monetary union and section 7 concludes.

---

6 See, for example, Corsetti and Pesenti (2001).
7 Benigno (2002) studies optimal non-cooperative stabilization policy in a model with nominal rigidities whereas this paper studies optimal inflation under flexible prices. Despite the differences in modeling strategy, the similarity of the results comes from the fact that the strategic interaction is at the heart of the analysis.
2 The Model

There is perfect information in a world economy consisting of two countries, one called Home and the other called Foreign. A representative agent in each country provides labor to a continuum of firms residing domestically. Each firm has monopoly power over the production of a single differentiated product sold both domestically and abroad. Money enters the model via a cash-in-advance constraint and there are no barriers to trade so the law of one price holds. Home and Foreign governments control their respective domestic money supplies by making lump-sum transfers at the beginning of each period. When setting monetary policy, each government’s objective is to maximize the discounted lifetime utility of the domestic representative agent.

2.1 Government

At the beginning of each period, \( \forall t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \), the government in the Home country makes a lump sum transfer, \( (x_t - 1) M_t^s \), of the Home currency to the Home representative agent by choosing \( x_t \), the gross growth rate of the Home country money supply, \( M_t^s \). Foreign government makes a lump sum transfer, \( (x_t^*- 1) M_t^{s*} \), of the Foreign currency to the Foreign representative agent. The representative household’s money stock follows \( M_{t+1} = x_t M_t^s \) in the Home country and \( M_{t+1}^{s*} = x_t^* M_t^{s*} \) in the Foreign country. Normalize the initial period money stock in each country, so that \( M_0^s = M_0^{s*} = 1 \).

2.2 Households

Agents hold two assets, domestic currency and a one-period international bond denominated in the Home currency. The Home representative agent enters each period with nominal balances, \( M_t \), and bond holdings, \( B_t \). The Foreign representative agent enters each period with nominal balances, \( M_t^* \), and bond holdings, \( B_t^* \). Assume that in the initial period there are zero bond holdings in both the Home and Foreign country, \( B_0 = B_0^* = 0 \).

At the beginning of the period the Home representative agent receives the nominal lump-sum transfer, \( (x_t - 1) M_t^s \), from the Home government and then goes to the asset market.\(^9\) In the asset market, bonds carried over from the previous period, \( B_t \), mature, bringing money holdings of the Home representative agent to \( M_t + (x_t - 1) M_t^s + B_t \). New bonds, \( B_{t+1} \), are purchased at a price of \( \frac{B_t}{R_t} \) units of Home currency at time \( t \) and return \( B_{t+1} \) dollars at \( t + 1 \), where \( R_t \) is the gross nominal interest rate between time \( t \) and \( t + 1 \). Similarly, the Foreign

\(^9\)Note that the lump sum transfer, \( (x_t - 1) M_t^s \), depends on the money holdings of the typical agent through money supply, \( M_t^s \). Therefore, all Home agents receive an identical lump sum transfer regardless of the quantity of money they choose to bring into the period, \( M_t \).
currency price of the bond is \( \frac{1}{S_t} \frac{B_{t+1}}{R_t} \) units of foreign currency at time \( t \), where \( S_t \) is the nominal exchange rate (Home price of a unit of Foreign currency). Upon conclusion of trade in asset markets the Home representative agent is left with \( M_t + (x_t - 1) M^s_t + B_t - \frac{B_{t+1}}{R_t} \) in Home currency cash balances.

The representative household in each country then splits into a worker and a shopper. The shopper takes the remaining cash balances to the goods market. Assuming the existence of a frictionless foreign exchange market so that the representative shopper in either country can purchase both domestic and foreign goods, the Home shopper purchases a consumption basket, \( c_t \), the price of which is given by \( P_t \). The Home shopper faces the following cash-in-advance constraint

\[
P_t c_t \leq M_t + (x_t - 1) M^s_t + B_t - \frac{B_{t+1}}{R_t}.
\]

Meanwhile, the worker in the Home country supplies \( l_t (h), \forall h \in [0,1] \) units of labor to individual firms residing in the Home country. Firms use labor for production of a differentiated product also indexed by \( h \). Foreign workers supply \( l^*_t (f), \forall f \in [0,1] \) units of labor to firms residing in the Foreign country. Define the following aggregators for Home and Foreign labor, respectively: \( l_t = \int_0^1 l_t (h) \, dh \) and \( l^*_t = \int_0^1 l^*_t (f) \, df \).

At this point production takes place, exchange occurs, and the goods and labor markets both clear. Workers receive a nominal wage denominated in the domestic currency, denoted \( W_t \) and \( W^*_t \) for Home and Foreign workers, respectively. Each firm pays out monopoly profits to domestic households in the form of a dividend. The dividend is denominated in the domestic currency, denoted \( D_t (h) \) and \( D^*_t (f) \) for the representative firm in the Home and Foreign country, respectively. Households in each country use unspent cash, wages, and dividends to accumulate domestic money to take into the next period, \( M_{t+1} \) and \( M^*_{t+1} \).

The budget constraint for the Home representative household is

\[
P_t c_t + \frac{B_{t+1}}{R_t} + M_{t+1} \leq M_t + (x_t - 1) M^s_t + B_t + \int_0^1 D_t (h) \, dh + W_t l_t.
\]

2.2.1 Preferences, Consumption Indexes, Prices, and the Terms of Trade

Preferences of the representative Home household are defined over consumption of an aggregate consumption basket and labor.

\[
U_t = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t \left( \frac{1}{1 - \sigma} c_t^{1-\sigma} - l_t \right), \text{ where } 0 < \beta < 1 \text{ and } 0 < \sigma < 1.
\]

The Home aggregate consumption basket consists of differentiated products produced by firms residing in both the Home and Foreign country. Define an index of per capita consumption
of the Home and Foreign commodity bundles as follows

\[ c_t = c_{H,t}^{\gamma} c_{F,t}^{1-\gamma}, \text{ where } 0 < \gamma < 1. \]  

(4)

The Home commodity bundle, \( c_{H,t} \), aggregates consumption by the Home agent of all differentiated products produced by firms residing in the Home country. Similarly, the Foreign commodity bundle, \( c_{F,t} \), aggregates consumption by the Home agent of all differentiated products produced by firms residing in the Foreign country. Consumption of the Home and Foreign commodity bundles are defined as follows

\[ c_{H,t} = \left( \int_0^1 c_t(h)^{\frac{\theta-1}{\theta}} dh \right)^{\frac{\theta}{\theta-1}} \quad \text{and} \quad c_{F,t} = \left( \int_0^1 c_t(f)^{\frac{\theta-1}{\theta}} df \right)^{\frac{\theta}{\theta-1}}, \theta > 1. \]  

(5)

There exists a Foreign counterpart to equation 3 defining the utility of the Foreign representative agent, \( U_t^* \). Also, similar expressions to equations 4 and 5 define an index of per capita consumption for the Foreign agent, \( c_t^* \), and Foreign consumption of the Home and Foreign commodity bundles, denoted \( c_{H,t}^* \) and \( c_{F,t}^* \), respectively.

The functional form used for preferences implies the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is given by \( \frac{1}{\sigma} \). The consumption aggregator used in equation 4 is Cobb-Douglas implying unit elasticity of substitution between Home and Foreign commodity bundles. As in Benigno (2002), the preference weight placed on the Home commodity bundle in the Home consumption aggregator, \( \gamma \), is interpreted as the "economic" size of the Home country. Finally, the elasticity of substitution between goods produced within a given country is constant at \( \theta > 1 \).

The Home currency consumption-based price index aggregates over the subindexes for the price of the Home and Foreign goods in the Home country denominated in the Home currency.

\[ P_t = \frac{1}{\gamma^W} P_{H,t}^{\gamma} P_{F,t}^{1-\gamma}, \text{ where } \gamma^W = \gamma^W (1 - \gamma)^{1-\gamma} \]  

(6)

\[ P_{H,t} = \left( \int_0^1 P_t(h)^{1-\theta} dh \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\theta}} \quad \text{and} \quad P_{F,t}^* = \left( \int_0^1 P_t^*(f)^{1-\theta} df \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\theta}} \]  

(7)

There exists a Foreign counterpart to equation 6 defining the Foreign currency consumption-based price index, \( P_t^* \). There are no barriers to trade in the model so the law of one price holds across individual goods, \( P_t(h) = S_t P_t^*(h), \forall h \in [0,1] \) and \( P_t(f) = S_t P_t^*(f), \forall f \in [0,1] \). Furthermore, Home and Foreign agents are assumed to have identical preferences, implying that consumption based purchasing power parity (PPP) holds across the price of Home and

---

10 The consumption-based price index for the Home country is defined as the minimum expenditure required to purchase one unit of the Home aggregate consumption bundle, given the prices of the Home and Foreign goods.
Foreign commodity bundles, \( P_{H,t} = S_t P_{H,t}^* \) and \( P_{F,t} = S_t P_{F,t}^* \). Finally, by equation 6, PPP holds across the aggregate price index in each country.

\[
P_t = S_t P_{t}^*(8)
\]

At this point it is useful to define the Home country terms of trade, \( ToT_t = \frac{P_{H,t}}{S_t P^*_{F,t}} \), as the price of exports relative to the price of imports, denominated in the Home currency.

### 2.2.2 Household Optimization

Nominal variables in the cash-in-advance constraint and the budget constraint are scaled by the domestic money supply. Let lower case letters denote normalized variables, so for generic Home nominal variable, \( Z_t \), its normalization is defined as \( z_t = \frac{Z_t}{M_t} \) and its Foreign counterpart as \( z_t^* = \frac{Z_t^*}{M_t^*} \).

This allows the Home representative household’s normalized cash-in-advance constraint to be expressed as\(^{11}\)

\[
p_t c_t \leq m_t + (x_t - 1) + b_t - \frac{b_{t+1} x_t}{R_t}.
\]

The normalized budget constraint is as follows

\[
p_t c_t + \frac{b_{t+1} x_t}{R_t} + m_{t+1} x_t \leq m_t + (x_t - 1) + b_t + \int_0^1 d_t (h) dh + w_t l_t.
\]

Using this notation, the representative household in the Home country takes as given the sequences \( p_{H,t} (h) \), \( p_{F,t}^* (f) \), \( d_t (h) \), \( w_t \), \( R_t \), \( x_t \), \( x_t^* \) and chooses quantities \( c_{H,t} (h) \), \( c_{F,t} (f) \), \( l_t \), \( m_{t+1} \), \( b_{t+1} \) to maximize 3 subject to 4, 5, 9, and 10. The representative household in the Foreign country solves a similar problem.

### 2.3 Firms

Profit maximizing firms in both the Home and Foreign country set prices in every period and produce output according to a linear production technology that requires one unit of labor to produce one unit of output. Let \( Y_t (h) = l_t (h) \), \( \forall h \in [0, 1] \) denote the output of a typical firm residing in the Home country. Similarly, let \( Y_t^* (f) = l_t^* (f) \), \( \forall f \in [0, 1] \) denote the output of a typical firm residing in the Foreign country. Aggregating output over all domestic firms yields total output produced in the Home and Foreign country, denoted \( Y_t \) and \( Y_t^* \) respectively.

\[
Y_t = \int_0^1 Y_t (h) dh, \text{ and } Y_t^* = \int_0^1 Y_t^* (f) df
\]

\(^{11}\)In equations 9 and 10 we make use of the fact that \( \frac{b_{t+1}}{M_t} \frac{1}{R_t} = b_{t+1} x_t \frac{1}{R_t} \), where \( x_t = \frac{M_t}{M_t^*} \).
After production and exchange, each firm makes its wage payment to the worker and pays out profits to the representative household in the form of a dividend, denoted \(d_t(h), \forall h \in [0,1]\) and \(d^*_t(f), \forall f \in [0,1]\) for firms residing in the Home and Foreign country, respectively.

The only decision made by firms in any given period is to choose period \(t\) prices to maximize profit subject to demand. Given the linear production technology, the representative firm’s profits equals price minus wage times quantity sold, where shoppers in the global goods market determine quantity sold. The normalized profit function for a typical producer in the Home country is as follows.

\[
d_t(h) = (p_{H,t}(h) - w_t) c^W_t(h)
\]  

Global demand functions for the representative good produced in the Home and Foreign country, respectively, are given by the following.

\[
c^W_t(h) = \gamma \left[ \frac{p_t(h)}{p_{H,t}} \right]^{-\theta} \left( \frac{p_{H,t}}{p_t} \right)^{-1} (c_t + c^*_t), \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
c^W_t(f) = (1 - \gamma) \left[ \frac{p_t(f)}{p_{F,t}} \right]^{-\theta} \left( \frac{p_{F,t}}{p_t} \right)^{-1} (c_t + c^*_t)
\]

Taking as given the sequences \(p_{H,t}(i) \forall i \neq h \in [0,1]\), \(p_{F,t}^*(f) \forall f \in [0,1]\), \(w_t, x_t, x^*_t\), the representative firm in the home country sets the price, \(p_{H,t}(i)\), to maximize the dividend, \(d_t(i)\), paid to the representative household. Foreign firms solve a similar problem.

### 2.4 The Competitive Equilibrium

The Home and Foreign government each commit to a monetary policy plan in the initial period, \(t = 0\). Let \(x = \{x_t|t = 0,1,2,\ldots\}\) denote the Home monetary policy plan and \(x^* = \{x^*_t|t = 0,1,2,\ldots\}\) denote the Foreign monetary policy plan. Taken together, \(x\) and \(x^*\) constitute world monetary policy. Once the world monetary policy is revealed, the global private sector responds with a sequence of prices and quantities that constitute a competitive equilibrium at every point in time.

**Definition 1** *In a competitive equilibrium: taking as given \(x\) and \(x^*\), (i.) firms residing in the Home and Foreign country set prices to maximize profit in every period; (ii.) the Home and Foreign representative agents maximize utility in every period; and (iii.) all markets clear in every period.*

For any given world monetary policy announcement, when the market clearing conditions are imposed, the efficiency conditions of households and firms can be manipulated into a set of
conditions governing real quantities that must hold in any long-run competitive equilibrium.\textsuperscript{12}

\[ c = \left( \alpha \beta \frac{\theta - 1}{\theta} x^{\gamma x^{\ast (1-\gamma)}} \right)^{\frac{1}{\beta}}, \quad c^* = \left( \alpha^* \beta \frac{\theta - 1}{\theta} x^{\gamma x^{\ast (1-\gamma)}} \right)^{\frac{1}{\beta}} \tag{13} \]

\[ l = \frac{1}{\gamma W} \left( \frac{1}{ToT} \right)^{1-\gamma} c, \quad \text{and} \quad l^* = \frac{1}{\gamma W} (ToT)^{\gamma} c^* \tag{14} \]

\[ ToT = \left( \frac{\gamma}{1-\gamma} \right)^{\sigma} x^{x^{\ast}} \tag{15} \]

Where \( \alpha = \gamma \left( \frac{1-\gamma}{\sigma} \right)^{(1-\sigma)(1-\gamma)} \) and \( \alpha^* = (1-\gamma) \left( \frac{\gamma}{1-\gamma} \right)^{(1-\sigma)(1-\gamma)} \). The intuition behind equations 13, 14, and 15 will be made more clear in the next section.

\section*{3 Three Distortions}

Before discussing the choice of optimal policy it is useful to provide a description of the three distortions operating in the economy and illustrate how each influences government’s policy decision. Following Khan, King, and Wolman (2003) and Wolman (2001), the perfectly efficient outcome is referred to as the first-best. From the perspective of the Home country, in the first-best the real wage is equal to the marginal product of labor in the production of one unit of the aggregate consumption basket, \( \left( \frac{w}{p} \right)^{fb} = \frac{\partial c}{\partial c} \frac{\partial c}{\partial l} \), and the representative household in each country chooses quantities such that the real wage equals the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and leisure, \( \left( \frac{U_l}{U_c} \right)^{fb} = \left( \frac{w}{p} \right)^{fb} \).

The three distortions either cause the real wage, the marginal product of labor, or both simultaneously to deviate from the first best. Each government’s policy problem, therefore, reduces down to using domestic money growth to minimize the cumulative welfare effects of each of these three distortions, taking as given monetary policy in the foreign country.

\subsection*{3.1 Monetary Distortion}

The monetary distortion operates on the wedge between the marginal rate of substitution and the real wage, \( \frac{U_l}{U_c} < \frac{w}{p} \). It can be isolated by assuming \( \gamma = 1 \) and \( \theta \rightarrow \infty \).

\[ \frac{U_l}{U_c} = \beta \frac{1}{x}, \quad \frac{w}{p} = 1 \]

\textsuperscript{12}Details of the solution for the competitive equilibrium is in a technical appendix available from the author upon request.
For any \( x > \beta \), anticipated inflation pushes the net nominal interest rate above zero, causing money to be dominated in rate of return. Agents respond by economizing on real balance holdings, substituting out of consumption and into leisure. The resulting monetary distortion forces consumption suboptimally low and leisure suboptimally high relative to the first-best. Taking a fiscal interpretation, inflation distorts the consumption/leisure decision by taxing consumption, or, equivalently, subsidizing leisure. In the closed economy under perfect competition an optimizing government eliminates the monetary distortion by implementing the Friedman rule, \( x = \beta \), equating the rate of return on money and bonds.

### 3.2 Monopolistic Distortion

The monopolistic distortion drives a wedge between the real wage and the marginal product of labor, \( \frac{w}{p} < \left( \frac{w}{p} \right)^{fb} \), and can be isolated by assuming \( \gamma = 1 \) and \( x = \beta \).

\[
\frac{U_l}{U_c} = \frac{w}{p} = \frac{1}{\Phi}
\]

Monopolistically competitive firms set price as a markup over marginal cost, where we introduce the notation \( \Phi = \frac{\theta}{\theta - 1} \). Taking a fiscal interpretation, the markup can be thought of as a tax on labor income in order to limit production allowing firms to maximize monopoly profits. Ideally, an optimizing government desires to use monetary policy to correct for this distortion by using deflation to subsidize consumption, or, equivalently, tax leisure, such that firms produce output at the first-best. However, such a rate of deflation, \( x = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} < \beta \), would push the nominal interest rate below zero, which is not possible due to arbitrage. As a result, the zero lower bound on the nominal interest rate implies that government can never eliminate the monopolistic distortion in an equilibrium with commitment.

### 3.3 Strategic Terms of Trade Distortion

The strategic terms of trade distortion operates simultaneously on both the wedge between the marginal rate of substitution and the real wage and the wedge between real wage and the marginal product of labor. Its effects are easiest to isolate by assuming perfect competition in a symmetric open economy, \( \theta \to \infty \), \( \gamma = \frac{1}{2} \).

\[
\frac{U_l}{U_c} = \frac{U_l^*}{U_c^*} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\beta}{\sqrt{x^* x}}
\]

\[
\frac{w}{p} = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{x}{x^*}}; \quad \frac{w^*}{p^*} = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{x^*}{x}}
\]
Some algebra shows that for the real wage to equal the marginal rate of substitution the following conditions must hold in the Home and Foreign countries, respectively.

\[ 1 = \beta \frac{1}{x}; \quad 1 = \beta \frac{1}{x^*} \]

Independent of the actions of the Foreign government, the Home government can eliminate the wedge between the real wage and the marginal rate of substitution by implementing the Friedman rule. However, when policy is set non-cooperatively in the open economy control of the domestic money supply gives the Home government a degree of monopoly power over the relative price of Home-produced goods on international markets. The Home government has an incentive exploit this monopoly power by committing to a higher level of inflation than prevails in the Foreign country. Doing so creates a favorable shift in the terms of trade that raises the real wage of Home workers relative to Foreign workers. Thus, in an open economy each government acting independently faces a trade-off between the costs and benefits of anticipated inflation. An optimizing government desires to set domestic money growth such that the marginal benefit of inflation is exactly offset by the marginal cost.

### 3.3.1 A Fiscal Interpretation of the Policy Trade-off

The intuition behind the open economy policy trade-off is best understood by taking a fiscal interpretation of anticipated inflation and comparing the closed economy case to the open economy case. In a closed economy, the representative agent trivially bears the entire burden of the consumption tax generated by anticipated inflation, or, equivalently, enjoys the entire benefit of the leisure subsidy. The welfare loss from the reduction in consumption outweighs the welfare gain from increased leisure, so anticipated inflation is always costly. An optimizing government desires to minimize these costs by implementing the Friedman rule, setting the nominal interest rate equal to zero, thereby removing the monetary distortion.

This story does not carry over to the open economy setting because leisure is a non-traded good. Holding constant Foreign inflation, higher relative inflation in the Home country influences the consumption/labor choice of the Home representative agent choice through two separate and opposing channels. First, as in the closed economy case, anticipated inflation creates a tax on aggregate consumption by pushing the nominal interest rate above zero, reintroducing the monetary distortion. However, in contrast with the closed economy, international trade allows the burden of the aggregate consumption tax to be shared equally by the representative agents in both countries. This can been seen using the Home and Foreign counterparts to equation 13 to note that domestic inflation lowers the level of aggregate consumption in both countries in constant proportion.
At the same time, higher relative inflation in the Home country drives up the relative real wage of Home workers through a favorable shift in the terms of trade. From a fiscal perspective, the increase in the relative real wage can be thought of as a tax levied by the Home government on Foreign labor income that is used to subsidize Home labor income. Leisure is a non-traded good so the welfare effects cannot be traded across countries. Therefore, even though Home and Foreign households continue to consume in equal proportion, the burden of labor input into production is shifted away from Home workers and onto Foreign workers. This can been seen using the Home and Foreign counterparts to equation 14 to derive an expression for relative labor input across the two countries.

\[
\frac{c}{c^*} = \frac{\gamma}{1 - \gamma}
\]

From the Home government’s perspective, as long as the increase in utility resulting from the leisure subsidy outweights the decrease in utility resulting from the tax on aggregate consumption, it is optimal to impose a positive inflation tax by inflating away from the Friedman rule. Doing so produces a "beggar-thy-neighbor" welfare spillover in the sense that the Foreign agent bears an equal share of the tax on aggregate consumption, but, due to the adverse shift in the terms of trade, does not gain the full benefit of the leisure subsidy enjoyed by the Home agent.

The incentive to use the inflation tax strategically depends on the ability to redistribute the burden of labor used in production away from the domestic worker and onto the foreign worker. The strength of this redistributive channel is governed by two parameters: the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, $\frac{1}{\sigma}$, and the preference weight placed on domestic goods in the consumption aggregator, $\gamma$. The role of each of these will be examined in greater detail in section 5.

## 4 The Optimal Non-cooperative Rate of Inflation

In both countries, the policy space is bounded below, so that $x_t, x^*_t \in [\beta, \infty]$. The lower bound is imposed so the net nominal interest rate $(1 - R_t)$ never goes below zero. The optimal non-cooperative world monetary policy is defined as a Nash-Ramsey world monetary policy.
Definition 2 The Nash-Ramsey world monetary policy is the collection of Home and Foreign money growth rates that, conditional on the optimal response by the global private sector, satisfy the following: (i.) taking as given \( x^* \), the Home government chooses \( x \) to maximize the discounted lifetime utility of the Home representative agent, and (ii.) taking as given \( x \), the Foreign government chooses \( x^* \) to maximize the discounted lifetime utility of the Home representative agent.

The Home government’s problem is to set the sequence of domestic money growth rates to maximize 3 subject to 13, 14, and \( x_t \in [\beta, \infty] \), taking as given Foreign monetary policy. The Foreign government solves a similar problem taking as given monetary policy in the Home country. Absent constraints on the policy space, each government would like to set money growth at the point at which the marginal benefit of inflation exactly offsets the marginal cost. The solution to this problem is given by \( x = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D \) in the Home country and \( x = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D^* \) in the Foreign country, where for convenience we introduce the notation \( D = \left( 1 + \frac{1-\gamma}{\gamma} \sigma \right) \), and \( D^* = \left( 1 + \frac{1}{1-\gamma} \sigma \right) \). Whether or not each government will be able to achieve this rate of money growth given the constraints on the policy space depends on the relative size of \( \Phi \) and \( D \) in the Home country and \( \Phi \) and \( D^* \) in the Foreign country. Table 1 breaks up the parameter space of the model into four distinct regions depending on the relative size of \( \Phi \), \( D \), and \( D^* \) and summarizes the Nash-Ramsey world monetary policy in each of these regions.

Figures 1 through 3 give a better idea about how the Nash-Ramsey world monetary policy varies across the parameter space. Figure 1 considers the symmetric open economy, \( \gamma = \frac{1}{2} \), and demonstrates that \( D = D^* = (1 + \sigma) \) tends to get large relative to \( \Phi \) as \( \sigma \) and \( \theta \) get larger. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between \( x = x^* \), \( D = D^* = (1 + \sigma) \), and \( \Phi \). In the top panel the parameterization is such that \( \Phi > D \). The optimal rate of inflation in the open and closed economy coincide at the Friedman rule. However, in panel B when \( \sigma \) passes a certain threshold (\( \sigma = 0.09 \) when \( \theta = 12 \) and \( \sigma = 0.2 \) when \( \theta = 12 \), \( \Phi < D \) and optimal inflation is above the Friedman rule in the symmetric open economy. Finally, figure 3 considers the asymmetric open economy. Holding constant the markup and the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, as the preference weight placed on domestic goods in the consumption aggregator falls, there is a stronger incentive to use the inflation tax to manipulate the terms of trade.

Taken together, these figures highlight the fact that across the majority of the parameter space of the model, in contrast with the closed economy literature, the Friedman rule is sub-optimal when monetary policy is set non-cooperatively in an open economy setting.
5 Three Special Cases

This section considers three special cases that highlight the role of the markup, $\Phi$, the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, $\frac{1}{\sigma}$, and the preference weight placed on domestic goods in the consumption aggregator, $\gamma$, in determining the optimal non-cooperative rate of inflation in the open economy.

5.1 The Closed Economy, $\gamma = 1$

Although the results of the closed economy case are well known in the literature they are restated here to serve as a benchmark of the open economy results. The closed economy can be replicated by assuming that agents in the Home country put full preference weight on the Home commodity bundle in the consumption aggregator, $\gamma = 1$. In this case, the first-best is given by $\left(\frac{U_U}{U_C}\right)^{fb} = \left(\frac{w}{p}\right)^{fb} = 1$

There is no benefit to inflation because government cannot influence the real wage through the terms of trade, therefore government faces no policy tradeoff. Inflation serves only to push the nominal interest rate above zero driving a wedge between the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and leisure and the real wage. The Friedman rule, $x = \beta$, eliminates this wedge.

**Perfect Competition, $\theta \to \infty$** The Friedman rule achieves the first-best, or perfectly efficient, outcome by eliminating the monetary distortion, so that $\frac{U_U}{U_C} = \frac{w}{p} = 1$.

**Imperfect Competition, $\theta < \infty$** Under imperfect competition, the markup distortion drives a wedge between the real wage in the monopolistic equilibrium and its perfectly efficient level, $\frac{w}{p} < 1$. In this case, the Friedman rule produces a second-best outcome, so that $\frac{U_U}{U_C} = \frac{w}{p} < 1$. This is the best government can do under commitment given the underlying monopolistic distortion.

5.2 The Symmetric Open Economy, $\gamma = 1/2$

The optimal non-cooperative policy in absence of constraints on the policy space is that which sets the marginal benefit of inflation equal to the marginal cost and is given by $x = x^* = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D$, where $D = (1 + \sigma)$. When the constraints on the policy space are imposed it must be the case that $x, x^* \geq \beta$, which requires $D \geq \Phi$. When this condition does not hold the Freidman rule is the next best alternative.
**Perfect Competition, \( \theta \to \infty \)** The only circumstance in which the Friedman rule is the optimal non-cooperative policy is when preferences are linear \((\sigma = 0), \text{ so that } \Phi = D = D^* = 1\). In this case, the Friedman rule produces a first-best outcome where \( \left( \frac{U_l}{U_c} \right)^{fb} = \left( \frac{w}{p} \right)^{fb} = \left( \frac{U_l^*}{U_c^*} \right)^{fb} = \left( \frac{w^*}{p^*} \right)^{fb} = \frac{1}{2} \).

As the elasticity of intertemporal substitution falls (as \( \sigma \) gets larger), \( D \) gets larger relative to \( \Phi \). Agents become less willing to substitute intertemporally and more willing to substitute between consumption and leisure. As a result, relative labor input becomes more sensitive to movements in the terms of trade. This drives up the potential welfare gain from the relative labor income tax making it more attractive to inflate away from the Friedman rule, even at the cost of reintroducing the monetary distortion. Due to symmetry, however, neither government can ever gain a strategic advantage over the terms of trade in equilibrium. The relative real wage remains unchanged in both countries and the monetary distortion forces the marginal rate of substitution below the real wage. In this case, the optimal non-cooperative policy produces a second-best outcome where \( \frac{U_l}{U_c} = \frac{U_l^*}{U_c^*} \neq \frac{w}{p} = \frac{w^*}{p^*} = \frac{1}{2} \).

**Imperfect Competition, \( \theta < \infty \)** Introducing imperfect competition increases the costs of inflation and in doing so widens the parameter space under which the Friedman rule is the optimal non-cooperative policy. When \( D = D^* \leq \Phi \), the costs associated with exacerbating the monetary distortion outweigh the potential benefits of gaining an advantage over the terms of trade. In fact, when \( D = D^* < \Phi \) each government desires to push inflation even lower than the Friedman rule in order to generate a consumption subsidy that would force firms to produce output closer to its efficient level, even at the cost of worsening the terms of trade. Governments are prevented from doing this by the zero lower bound and the Friedman rule produces a second-best outcome where \( \frac{U_l}{U_c} = \frac{U_l^*}{U_c^*} < \frac{w}{p} = \frac{w^*}{p^*} = \frac{1}{2} \).

On the other hand, when \( D = D^* > \Phi \), the potential welfare gain from the favorable shift in the terms of trade makes it optimal to impose a positive inflation tax. Under perfect symmetry, neither country will ever gain an advantage over the terms of trade in equilibrium and inflation only serves to drive the real wage below the marginal product of labor. In this case, \( x = x^* = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D \) produces a third-best outcome where \( \frac{U_l}{U_c} = \frac{U_l^*}{U_c^*} < \frac{w}{p} = \frac{w^*}{p^*} < \frac{1}{2} \).

### 5.3 The Small Open Economy, \( 0 < \gamma < 1/2 \)

In the asymmetric world economy, the optimal non-cooperative policy in absence of constraints on the policy space is given by \( x = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D \), where \( D = \left( 1 + \frac{1-\gamma}{\gamma} \sigma \right) \) and \( x^* = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D^* \), where \( D^* = \left( 1 + \frac{1-\gamma}{\gamma} \sigma \right) \). As noted previously in the description of figure 3, as a country gets smaller in "economic" size there is a stronger incentive to commit to a higher rate of inflation.
The reason for this is that when a country is small its goods make up only a small portion of aggregate consumption. Government can therefore achieve a large redistribution of the burden of labor used in production away from the Home worker and onto the Foreign worker by imposing a positive inflation tax that has only a small effect on aggregate consumption.

6 Cooperation and Monetary Union

Strategic use of the inflation tax results in coordination failure that reduces overall welfare. This coordination failure can be eliminated if both governments agree to cooperate when setting monetary policy. Concentrating first on the symmetric open economy case, if the elasticity of intertemporal substitution and the markup are sufficiently large such that $\Phi \geq D = D^*$, then there exist no gains from cooperation. In this part of the parameter space the optimal inward-looking policy self-enforces cooperation. However, if $\Phi < D = D^*$, the gains from cooperation can be quite large.

Figure 4 illustrates this point for the parameterization $\beta = 0.95$, $\sigma = 0.9$, $\theta = 6$. The shaded region shows the entire set of Pareto improving cooperative outcomes. An institutional arrangement to that ensures the maximum welfare gain from cooperation is to form a monetary union, implying $S_t = 1, \forall t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$. In this case, each government sets policy strictly inward-looking and the optimality of the Friedman rule is restored, moving the world economy to the Pareto efficient frontier. Table 2 demonstrates the gains from monetary union as opposed to the non-cooperative equilibrium under various parameterizations. Welfare gains from monetary union are increasing in $\theta$ and decreasing in $\sigma$. For close to log preferences the welfare gains range from 3.4% to 5.3% of period utility.

The asymmetric open economy highlights the role of the preference weight placed on domestic goods in the consumption aggregator in determining the welfare gains from cooperation. Setting $\gamma = 0.25$, the shaded region on figure 5 shows the set of Pareto improving cooperative outcomes. Again, forming a monetary union ensures the maximum gains from cooperation by restoring the optimality of the Friedman rule. Table 3 demonstrates that the gains from monetary union under various parameterizations. Generally speaking, larger countries tend to gain more from a monetary union.

7 Conclusions

This paper analyzed the optimal inflation tax in an open economy when the transactions demand for money is the lone monetary friction. In contrast with the closed economy literature,
the optimality of the Friedman rule is not a general result. When monetary policy is set non-cooperatively in a two-country setting there is an incentive to use inflation as a proportional labor tax to gain an advantage over the terms of trade. The incentive to use the inflation tax strategically depends on the ability to redistribute the burden of labor used in production away from the domestic worker and onto the foreign worker. The strength of this redistributive channel grows as the intertemporal elasticity of substitution falls and as a country gets smaller in economic size. Lastly, the paper documents potentially large gains from cooperation and demonstrates that forming a monetary union puts the world economy on the Pareto frontier by restoring the optimality of the Friedman rule.
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Table 1. Nash-Ramsey world monetary policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Phi &gt; D^*$</th>
<th>$\Phi &gt; D^*$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi &gt; D$</td>
<td>$x = x^* = \beta$</td>
<td>$x = \beta; \ x^* = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R = R^* = 1$</td>
<td>$R = 1; \ R^* = \frac{1}{\Phi} D^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi \leq D$</td>
<td>$x = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D; \ x^* = \beta$</td>
<td>$x = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D; \ x^* = \beta \frac{1}{\Phi} D^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R = \frac{1}{\Phi} D; \ R^* = 1$</td>
<td>$R = \frac{1}{\Phi} D; \ R^* = \frac{1}{\Phi} D^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $\Phi = \frac{\theta}{\theta - 1}; \ D = 1 + \frac{1 - \gamma}{\gamma} \sigma; \ D^* = 1 + \frac{\gamma - \sigma}{1 - \gamma}$.  


Table 2. Welfare gains from monetary union in a symmetric open economy, $\beta = 0.95$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\theta$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 0.1$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 0.2$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 0.4$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 0.6$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 0.8$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 0.9$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2$</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 4$</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 6$</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 8$</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 12$</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td>40.4%</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Welfare gains from monetary union in an asymmetric open economy, $\beta = 0.95$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma$ = 0.1</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.1</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.5</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2$</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
<td>9.4%, 10.7%</td>
<td>1.6%, 1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 6$</td>
<td>33.6%, 51.2%</td>
<td>13.7%, 16.4%</td>
<td>2.2%, 2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 12$</td>
<td>40.4%, 64.8%</td>
<td>14.4%, 17.6%</td>
<td>2.3%, 2.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma$ = 0.2</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.1</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.5</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2$</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
<td>7.3%, 10.7%</td>
<td>1.7%, 1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 6$</td>
<td>26.8%, 32.0%</td>
<td>16.4%, 20.1%</td>
<td>2.9%, 3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 12$</td>
<td>46.3%, 56.7%</td>
<td>21.0%, 24.4%</td>
<td>4.0%, 3.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma$ = 0.3</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.1</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.5</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2$</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
<td>2.1%, 2.4%</td>
<td>1.3%, 1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 6$</td>
<td>7.0%, 7.7%</td>
<td>16.6%, 20.1%</td>
<td>3.8%, 3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 12$</td>
<td>35.0%, 39.3%</td>
<td>27.3%, 29.7%</td>
<td>4.9%, 4.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma$ = 0.4</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.1</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.5</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2$</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
<td>0.6%, 0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 6$</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
<td>20.4%, 22.1%</td>
<td>4.3%, 4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 12$</td>
<td>19.3%, 20.9%</td>
<td>31.2%, 32.3%</td>
<td>5.3%, 5.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma$ = 0.5</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.1</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.5</th>
<th>$\sigma$ = 0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2$</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 6$</td>
<td>0%, 0%</td>
<td>22.2%, 22.2%</td>
<td>4.4%, 4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 12$</td>
<td>7.5%, 7.5%</td>
<td>32.8%, 32.8%</td>
<td>5.3%, 5.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For each cell the number on the left is the welfare gain in the Home country and the number on the right is the welfare gain in the Foreign country.
Figure 1: Relative size of monopolistic distortion and the strategic terms-of-trade distortion in the symmetric open economy.

\[ \beta = 0.9, \gamma = 0.5 \]

Note: In region 1, the strategic terms-of-trade distortion dominates in the symmetric open economy, implying that the zero lower bound is a non-binding constraint for implementation of the Nash-Ramsey monetary policy. As a result, optimal inflation is higher in the open economy than it is in the closed economy. In Region 4, the monopolistic distortion dominates in both the open and closed economy. The zero lower bound is a binding constraint and optimal inflation is given by the Friedman rule.
Figure 2: The Nash-Ramsey monetary policy in the closed vs. symmetric open economy.

Panel A: $\theta = 2, \beta = 0.95$

Panel B: $\theta = (6, 12), \beta = 0.95$
Figure 3. Relative size of monopolistic distortion and the strategic terms-or-trade distortion in the asymmetric open economy.

\[ \beta = 0.9, \theta = 6 \]

Note: In region 1, both countries follow the Friedman rule. In region 2, the Foreign country follows the Friedman rule while the Home country inflates away from it. The opposite holds in region 3. Finally, both countries inflate away from the Friedman rule in region 4.
Figure 4. Pareto improving cooperative outcomes in the symmetric open economy.

\[ \beta = 0.95, \, \theta = 6, \, \sigma = 0.9, \, \gamma = 0.5 \]

Home reaction function, \( x = \beta((\theta-1)/\theta)(1+\sigma) \)

Foreign reaction function, \( x^* = \beta((\theta-1)/\theta)(1+\sigma) \)

Set of pareto improving cooperative outcomes
Figure 5. Pareto improving cooperative outcomes in the asymmetric open economy.

Home reaction function, $x = \beta((\theta-1)/\theta)(1+(1-\gamma)/\gamma)\sigma$

Foreign reaction function, $x^* = \beta((\theta-1)/\theta)(1+(\gamma(1-\gamma))/\sigma)$

Set of pareto improving cooperative outcomes

$\beta = 0.95, \theta = 6, \sigma = 0.9, \gamma = 0.4$